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Abstract 
 
This paper analyses the effects of a pension system privatization in a unionized economy. 
Using an overlapping-generations framework we show that in an environment characterized 
by unemployment, a reform towards a private pension system in the steady state may result in 
lower levels of employment and capital stock. In this case even if the privatization increases 
the welfare of all future generations, the reduction in the welfare of the elderly due to reduced 
pension benefits may be greater and a Pareto improving transition to a private system may not 
be feasible. On the other hand if the reform leads to higher employment then a Pareto-
improving pension privatization scheme can be constructed. 
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1. Introduction 
Recent demographic trends in most industrialized countries show that the reduced fertility 

rates and increased longevity increase significantly the share of the elderly on the population. 

This aging population problem creates concerns about the feasibility of the Pay- As- You Go 

(PAYGO) pension arrangements. As the size of the working age generation shrinks relative to 

the retired population, the recipients of the pension benefits increase whereas the contributors 

to the system decrease. Then the same level of benefits cannot be sustained unless there is 

either an increase on the contribution rates or an increase on the retirement age. Adding to this 

problem, the PAYGO contributions yield consistently lower returns than comparable 

investments in the capital market and thus they amount to an implicit tax on the young 

generation. Even though these are by no means new problems they have recently received 

much attention by economists and policy- makers around the world.    

The widespread support for a shift from the public- PAYGO arrangements to private 

funded pensions usually involves proposals for scaling back the PAYGO pensions and 

replacing them with private pensions, in the form of mandatory savings or personal social 

security accounts (World Bank, 1994, Diamond, 1996, Gramlich, 1996). Proponents of such 

schemes argue that privatizing social security, besides tackling the financial problems of the 

PAYGO programs, also have positive consequences on the working of the capital market and 

the growth rate of the economy (Holzman, 1997, Feldstein and Liebman, 2002 for a survey). 

All these positive externalities that a private system has may help alleviate the double burden 

borne by the transitional generation.  

Usually the effects of social security privatization are examined in intertemporal models of 

perfect labour markets and full employment. In order to assess the effects of social security 

privatization in Europe, where unemployment is quite high and labour unions have increased 

power that affects labour market outcomes, this setting is far from the real world. The issue of 

social security privatization in an environment characterized by the presence of labour unions 

and unemployment has been the focus of some recent papers, which show that a Pareto 

superior reform towards a private pension system always exists. Corneo and Marquardt (2000) 

show that a Pareto improving transition is possible due to the interactions of the unemployment 

insurance program and the public pension system. Changes on the unemployment insurance 

program may lower the wage rate demanded by the labour union, thereby reducing the 

PAYGO benefit and creating additional savings incentives which raise the rate of economic 

growth in such a way that there are welfare gains greater than the transition burden. On the 
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other hand Demmel and Keuschnigg (2000) show that when the unemployment rate responds 

to changes in the policy variables a Pareto superior transition to a private funded system can be 

achieved because the reduction of the PAYGO system also implies a reduction in the implicit 

tax on labour that the PAYGO entails.  

Although our analysis is inspired by these papers, we move forward in several directions. 

First of all, in contrast to Corneo and Marquardt (2000), we allow for the unemployment rate to 

depend on the policy variables. Privatizing social security directly affects the unemployment 

rate, labour productivity and the demand for capital. Furthermore, by allowing for a degree of 

intra- generational redistribution through the pension system we show that, without taking into 

account the implicit tax on labour, the existence of a within generation redistributive PAYGO 

benefit is unemployment reducing (i.e. privatization of the pension system can have adverse 

effects on  macroeconomic variables in equilibrium). Moreover we show that even though a 

private pension system can be welfare improving for all future generations, when we take into 

account the transition cost, privatizing the pension system may be Pareto inferior1.   

We model the pension benefit as a conditional benefit that is received only by those who 

have contributed to the system, i.e. the employed. In most countries, prolonged unemployment 

may lead to reduced pension benefits or extension of the working life in order to compensate 

for the lower contributions to the system before being eligible for the benefit. Furthermore, 

following Casamatta et. al. (2000), we assume that the PAYGO pension not only redistributes 

between generations, but also redistributes within generations in such a way that an increase on 

the  individual wage does not lead to an exact increase in the pension benefit. The above two 

features of the PAYGO pension system imply that when unions bargain over higher wages 

they only increase the working period income, without (fully) affecting retirement income. At 

the same time higher wages lead to higher unemployment probability and lower probability of 

receiving the pension benefit. Thus the existence of a PAYGO- public pension benefit tilts the 

balance towards wage moderation. 

In our setting the PAYGO scheme is treated as an additional benefit accrued only to the 

employed, giving them an incentive restraint excess wage increases. There is fairly extensive 

literature on the trade- off between wages and various in- job characteristics. When in- job 

benefits are significant, union members derive utility from being employed and exhibit wage 

moderation. Pension benefits may represent such in job- characteristics (Gunderson et. al., 

1992), since they directly enter into the indirect utility of the workers. Furthermore it is natural 

                                                 
1 Even if after the privatization nothing changes in the structure of the economy.  
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to assume that once unions bargain, they do not act myopically, and maximize the life- time 

utility of their members.   

The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we describe the model. In section 3 

we show the effects of pension privatization on the macroeconomic equilibrium of the 

economy. Section 4 examines the welfare effects of pension privatization and the possibility of 

Pareto improving privatization. Finally section 5 concludes.  

2. The Model 
The model presented is a variant of Devereux and Lockwood (1991) trade union model. 

We consider an overlapping generations model of a small open economy with free capital 

mobility, perfect foresight and discrete time t=1,2,…,∞. In each time period t there are two 

generations, a young which supplies inelastically its unit endowment of labour and saves for 

retirement, and an old retired generation with no labour endowment which consumes its 

accumulated wealth. The number of individuals born at time t is Nt and grows at a constant rate 

n so as Nt=Nt-1(1+n). A large and fixed number of perfectly competitive produce a 

homogeneous tradable good under decreasing returns to scale, with the use of capital and 

labour. Each individual belongs to a firm- specific trade union. In the first stage of the game 

the firm chooses the level of capital and afterward bargains with the union over the wage rate, 

i.e. we assume non- binding contracts between firms and unions (Grout, 1984). Finally the firm 

unilaterally chooses the level of employment, i.e. we assume a Right- to- Manage bargaining 

model (Manning, 1987, Pencavel 1991).  

Consumers- Workers 

Consumers- workers are risk neutral and derive utility from a Cobb Douglas utility 

function, defined over consumption when young and old: 

 1
1t tU c cδ δ−
+=  (1) 

where ct and ct+1 are first and second period consumption respectively and δ is the relative 

weight given to the first period consumption. 

Employed workers earn a net of taxes wage rate wt(1-τ). The wage tax rate τ consists of 

contributions ξ to the unemployment insurance and contributions z to the pension program, 

such that τ=ξ+z. When unemployed, individuals receive unemployment compensation bwt, 

where b is the unemployment replacement ratio (0<b<1). The income of each consumer is 

spent either on consumption when young or can be saved for consumption during retirement. 

The price of consumption is constant and normalized to 1. Consumers can save at time t either 

by purchasing stocks θt+1, at the price qt or by purchasing (non- depreciated) physical capital 
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Kt+1, at the price of 1. At retirement, consumers consume the income generated by their 

savings, which is equal to the return to physical capital (1+r)Kt+1 plus the return to stocks 

(dt+1+qt+1), with dt+1 the dividend per stock. Further when old, agents that were employed when 

young, receive a pension benefit2 Pt+1.   

If l=1 when the agent is employed at t and l=0 otherwise, the budget constraint for each 

consumer is: 

 1 1 (1 ) (1 )t t t t t tc K q lw l bwθ τ+ ++ + = − + −  (2) 

 1 1 1 1 1 1(1 ) ( )t t t t t tc r K d q lPθ+ + + + + += + + + +  (3) 

The maximization of (1) subject to (2) and (3) yields first period consumption and savings: 

 1(1 ) (1 )
1

t
t t t

Pc l w l bw
r

δ τ +⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= − + + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥+⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (4) 

 

 1
1 1 (1 ) (1 ) (1 )

1
t

t t t t t t
Ps K q l w l bw

r
θ δ τ +

+ +

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= + = − − − + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥+⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (5) 

Firms 

The production function of the representative firm is:  

 t t t tY A K Lγ β=  (6) 

where β+γ<1, and At is the state of technology at time t, which is assume to grow at a constant 

rate g, i.e. At=(1+i)At+1.   

All firm decisions are made by the owners of the firm, i.e. the stock holders. Given that we 

do not allow for bequests in the economy, at each time period all stocks are owned by the 

members of the old generation. It then follows that the objective of the stock owners is to 

maximize the return of the stocks. When capital markets are perfect (as it is assumed here) this 

is equivalent to maximizing the value of the firm.  

All profits are distributed as dividends to the stock owners. Stocks are traded in the stock 

market, with no transactions cost. There is perfect and complete information among traders and 

all traders are small relative to the market. The above assumptions imply that the prices of the 

stocks are equal to the stream of all expected future dividends. The value of the firm will be 

equal to the product of total stocks outstanding times the price of each stock. If πt is period t 

profits i.e.: 

                                                 
2 Alternatively one could assume that there is a old age welfare benefit for the unemployed too. As long as this 
benefit is lower than the pension benefit our results do not change. For simplicity we assume that such a benefit is 
embodied in the unemployment benefit.     
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 t t t t t tK L w L rKγ βπ = − −  (7) 
then the value of each firm is given by: 

 
1

( )
(1 )

t i
t i

i
t

r
ππ

∞
+

=

Π = +
+∑  (8) 

So in fact the goal of the firm is to maximize the stream of all future profits and thus the 

stock market value of the firm:  

 
1

max ( )
(1 )

t i
t i

i
t

r
ππ

∞
+

=

Π = +
+∑  (9) 

Government  

The government uses labour taxes in order to finance unemployment and pension benefits. 

We assume that each program has a different budget constraint, so that both programs are in 

balance at each time period.  

The unemployment benefit is a fixed percentage b of the current period wage. The 

unemployment compensation redistributes income from the employed to the unemployed. The 

balanced budget requirement for the unemployment program implies that: 

 (1 )t t t t tw u N bw u Nξ − =  (10) 

where ut is the unemployment rate at time t and tw  is the average wage at t.  

Only employed individuals expect to receive the pension benefit Pt+1 when old. We assume 

that the pension benefit consists of two parts: a public- PAYGO component and a private fully 

funded-forced savings component, with f the share of the PAYGO component. Thus at time t 

the benefit at t+1 for each individual follows the rule: 

 [ ]1 1(1 ) (1 ) (1 )t t t t tP fB w w f zw rη η+ += − + + − +  (11) 

where B is the PAYGO pension benefit replacement ratio.   

In the above benefit rule we define, following Casamatta et. al. (2000), η to be the 

“Bismarckian” factor, i.e. the fraction of the PAYGO benefit that is related to own 

contributions. On the other hand (1-η) is the PAYGO intra-generational redistributive 

component. As η falls the link between individual pension contributions and pension benefits 

declines. Likewise a reduction in f, reduces the size of the PAYGO benefit and increases the 

size of the private system. The private system works as forced savings- individual accounts 

system and there is a perfect correlation among contributions and benefits with no degree of 

intra-generational redistribution.       
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By construction the private pension pillar is always in balance, since contributions are 

placed in the capital market and the pension benefit is the respective return r. Then the public 

pension program is in balance if3:  

 1 1 1(1 ) (1 )t t t t t tfBw u N fzw u N+ + +− = −  (12) 

Capital Market Equilibrium  

Since there is no uncertainty in the economy and no imperfections in the stock market, the 

return to stocks (dividend per share plus capital gain) will be equal to the return of physical 

capital, i.e. the arbitrage condition holds: 

 1 1
11 t t

t
t

d qr
q

+ +
+

+
+ =  (13) 

Labour Market Equilibrium 

We adopt the Right-to-Manage model of bargaining (see Hart and Moutos, 1995) with non-

binding contracts between unions and firms (Grout, 1984). Alternatively we could have used 

the Efficient Bargain model, with the results of the analysis remaining the same4.  

The decisions of the firm are made in three stages. At the first stage the firm chooses the 

amount of capital it wishes to employ. Afterwards it bargains with the firm specific union over 

wages and finally the firm unilaterally chooses the level of employment. Given the timing of 

events we solve the model backwards in order to find the time- consistent solution (Grout, 

1984). Under the assumption of the small open economy with perfect capital mobility, the 

interest rate is fixed, r and the economy instantaneously reaches the steady state. Therefore we 

can drop all time subscripts and focus only on the steady state values of the variables. 

Furthermore capital availability is not constraint by domestic savings and then the way the 

pension program is financed does not affect the capital supply. Public pensions however affect 

the labour market and thus indirectly the productivity of capital and eventually the demand for 

capital.  

At the third stage of the game the firm, given w and K (as determined at the previous 

stages), chooses the employment level that maximizes its profits. Maximization of (8) with 

respect to L5 results into:  

 1w AK Lγ ββ −=  (14) 

                                                 
3 In equilibrium, since all firms and all workers are identical, the wage rate will be the same for all workers. We 
exploit this fact when stating the budget constraint (12).  
4 The Right-to-Manage and the Efficient Bargain model in general equilibrium produce the same level of 
unemployment (Layard and Nickell, 1991). 
5 With no adjustment cost to capital and labour, the outcomes at t do not affect the stream of future profits, which 
are given for the firm at.  
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When the firm unilaterally chooses employment it equates the marginal productivity of 

labour with the wage rate. Then the solution to the bargaining problem (second stage) must 

always be consistent with(14).  

The representative union maximizes the expected life-time income of its members6. The 

employed union members earn net of taxes wage income plus the pension benefit at retirement. 

The unemployed members are free to join another union and seek employment in another firm. 

If they cannot find a job, then they remain unemployed and receive the unemployment 

compensation. Then a representative union has the objective function:  

 (1 ) ( )
1

PV L w N L x
r

τ⎡ ⎤= − + + −⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦
 (15) 

where V is the utility of the union, L is the number of employed members by the firm and N 

the number of employees assigned to each firm7 and x, the expected income of the unemployed 

members. Following Layard et. al. (1991) we define xt to be:  

 (1 ) (1 )
1

Px u w ubw
r

τ⎡ ⎤= − − + +⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦
 (16) 

Workers expect to find employment in another firm with probability equal to the overall 

employment level in the economy (1-u). However with probability u the worker remains 

unemployed and earns only the unemployment benefit8.   

If an agreement is not reached all union members expect to earn x. Then the fallback 

income if an agreement is not reached is: 

 V Nx=  (17) 

Firms’ objective is to maximize the present value of their profits. Each firm is allowed only 

to hire the workers of its union9. By the assumption that the capital choice is made prior to 

bargaining, the firm has rented the capital and if an agreement is not reached still has to pay the 

rental rate to the capital owners. However, the inability to reach an agreement at t does not 

affect the path of capital and the structure of the bargaining in the subsequent periods10. Given 

the above the firm in the bargaining each period is maximizing the difference 

                                                 
6 Given that the Cobb Douglas utility function produces a linear indirect utility function on income, utility and 
income maximization as goals of the union are equivalent. 
7 We normalize the number of firms to 1. 
8 Alternative we can motivate (15), as if all workers are employed and experience during their working age 
unemployment spells with duration u (Summers, 1988, provides a similar explanation in an efficiency wage 
model of unemployment). Then the pension benefit is reduced according to the duration of the unemployment 
spell, whereas during unemployment instead of the wage rate the workers earn the unemployment benefit.     
9 By assumption, there is a union attached to each firm. For a worker to move to another firm (if there is a job 
opening in that firm), he must join its union.   
10 This rests on the fact that there is no adjustment cost on capital (see Devereux and Lockwood, 1991) 
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 D DK L wL rK rK K L wL
r r

γ β γ β⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜Π−Π= − − + − − + = −⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (18).    

where Π  is the profits of the firm if an agreement with the union is not reached.  

Assuming a Nash bargaining solution11, the wage is obtained by maximizing: 

 ( )
1

max (1 )
1

a
a

w

PK L wL L w x
r

γ β τ
−⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥Ω= − − + −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

, (19) 

where 0<α<1 is the relative bargaining strength of the firm.   

Maximizing (19) subject to (14) gives the first order condition: 

 
(1 )(1 ) 1(1 ) 11

(1 )

f BP fzw x rr
w a

ηα β ξτ

αβ

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ − − − − +− + − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ +⎝ ⎠+ =⎜ ⎟ − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (20) 

In equilibrium, because workers have the same ability and all firms produce under the same 

technology it follows that w w= . In that case equation (20) can be solved for the equilibrium 

unemployment rate: 

 
(1 )(1 ) 1

1

(1 ) 1
1

f Bfz
N L ru

fBN a fz b
r

ηα β ξ

αβ ξ

⎛ ⎞− − − − +⎜ ⎟− +⎝ ⎠= =
⎛ ⎞− + − − + −⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

 (21)   

Equilibrium unemployment depends on the policy parameters (z, ξ, f, b, B, η) as well as the 

relative power of unions in the bargaining, 1-α and the share of labour in the production, β. 

This a quite standard solution for the unemployment rate in a union model (as for example in 

Layard et.al., 1991, Hart and Moutos, 1995).  

Parameter B enters directly on the expression for u. The intuition behind the result is very 

simple; an increase on the pension replacement ratio, B, increases the workers expected income 

at retirement. This increase in the retirement income is received by the workers only if they 

were employed when young. Then workers have then an incentive to show wage moderation, 

in order to reap the benefits of higher B at retirement. This turns out to reduce unemployment.   

This latter effect depends crucially on the structure of the pension system, i.e. the degree 

that pensions are related to the individual wage rate, η, and on the relative size of the PAYGO 

pension component f. For example when η is low, then the pension benefit has a higher 

(positive) effect on u. Αn increase in w increases the pension benefit only by η, while it 

                                                 
11 It is known that a non- cooperative interpretation of the bargaining problem is compatible with Nash’s solution. 
For example Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1986) have demonstrated that the perfect equilibrium of the 
strategic two –person bargaining game can converge to the Nash’s solution..     
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increases the risk of unemployment and reduces the probability of receiving the pension benefit 

at retirement. This creates incentives for wage moderation. The same rationale applies when f 

changes, since in the private pension system (f=0), benefits depend only on own contributions.  

The above rely on a partial equilibrium intuition; an increase in B comes from a 

(permanent) increase on taxes z. However pension contributions also affect the unemployment 

rate. Moreover f also affects the unemployment rate through the reduction in the implicit 

labour tax. We explore this issue more in the next section where we consider the general 

equilibrium effects of a change in f.   

Investment 

At the first stage of the game the firm chooses the amount of capital it rents from the 

capital owners (i.e. old age agents). The objective of the firm is to maximize profits. Profits of 

the firm, taking L, w as given as in equation (14), can be written as12:  

 (1 )AK L rKγ βπ β= − −  (22) 

By choosing K the firm equates the return to capital with the marginal productivity of 

capital: 

 1(1 )r AK Lγ βγ β −= −  (23) 

With capital determined in (23) and the wage and employment determined in (14)and (21) 

we can compute total dividends per firm: 

 (1 )(1 )d AK L wL rK AK Lγ β γ βγ β= − − = − −  (24) 

From equations(13),(23) and (24) we can compute the (steady state) price of stocks q as:

  

 
1dq K

r
γ

γ
−= =  (25)

 

Finally we can compute the returns to the PAYGO benefit from(12). Equation (21)shows 

that unemployment is constant and depends on the policy parameters and α,β. Then the rate of 

growth of employment L, will be the rate of growth of population n. Further since productivity 

grows at a constant rate i, then the growth factor of wages will be 
1 1

1 1(1 ) (1 ) (1 )g n i
β γ

γ γ
+ −
− −+ = + + , 

due to the decreasing returns to scale technology. Therefore the budget constraint of the public 

pension program in the steady state equilibrium is: 

                                                 
12 The objective of the firm is to maximize the present value of all future profits. The future stream of profits 
however do not depend on the capital chosen today, so without loss of generality we drop from (22) the present 
value of all future profits. 
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 1 1 (1 )(1 )t t

t t

w LB z z g n
w L
+ += = + +  (26) 

Equations (10), (14),(21), (23) and (26) determine the equilibrium endogenously determine 

L ,K, w, b,z. The price of stocks and the dividends are then residually determined by (24) and 

(25).  

 

3. Macroeconomic Effects of Privatization  
Within the above framework we examine the effects of privatization, i.e. reduction if f. For 

the time being we ignore the fact that the PAYGO is in place and any change in f reduces the 

pension benefits of the current retirees. We will deal with this issue in section 4 where we 

examine the possibility of a Pareto improving transition to a private pension system.   

A change in f affects the macroeconomic equilibrium through two channels. First it reduces 

the implicit tax rate on labour13. On the other hand a reduction in f reduces the PAYGO 

component of the pension benefit and given η, it reduces the incentives for wage moderation 

that the system entails. The following equations show the effects of a change in f on the 

unemployment rate, the demand for capital, the unemployment benefit replacement ratio and 

the wage rate.  

A change in f affects the unemployment rate as:   

 du zu
df

= Φ  (27) 

Τhe effect of a change in f on the steady state capital then is given by: 

 
(1 )(1 )

dK zu
rdf u
K

β

γ

− Φ
=

− −
, (28) 

whereas a change in f affects b as: 

 ( )db b z
df

ξ= − + Φ , (29) 

and finally the effect of privatization on the wage rate is given by: 

 (1 )
(1 )(1 )

dw zuw
df u

β γ
γ

− − Φ
=

− −
 (30) 

where 

(1 )(1 ) (1 )(1 )1 (1 )(1 )
1 1

(1 )(1 ) (1 )(1 )1 1
1 1

g n g nb
r r

fz g n fz g nfz fz
r r

η η ξ

ηξ

⎡ + + + + ⎤⎛ ⎞− − − −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥+ +⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦Φ =
+ + + +⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞− + − − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 (31) 

 
                                                 
13 If the economy is dynamically efficient.  
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The sign of all derivatives depend only on the sign of Φ, the denominator of which is 

positive. Then Φ takes the sign of its numerator, which can be positive, zero or negative, i.e.:

  (1 )(1 ) (1 )(1 )1 (1 )(1 ) 0
1 1
g n g nb

r r
η η ξ+ + + +⎛ ⎞ ≥− − − −⎜ ⎟ <+ +⎝ ⎠

 (32) 

The sign of (32) can be either positive or negative depending on the underlying parameters 

values. By construction the unemployment replacement ratio b is much lower than one minus 

the unemployment compensation contribution, i.e. 1-ξ, otherwise all workers will prefer being 

unemployed. If the economy is dynamically inefficient, i.e. the rate of population and 

economic growth is greater than the interest rate, then (32) is always negative. In that case the 

PAYGO system delivers higher returns than the capital market. This induces unions to show 

wage moderation in order to be eligible for the PAYGO and receive its benefits and achieve in 

this way higher returns than comparable investment in the capital market. Then an increase in f 

(higher PAYGO) reduces unemployment, increases capital, increases b and reduces wages. 

However if the economy is dynamically efficient, i.e. the rate of population and economic 

growth is lower than the interest rate, the sign of (32) is ambiguous. When η is very close to 

one, (32) is more likely to be negative. On the other hand if the PAYGO pension benefit 

depends only on the wage contributions, i.e. η is one, (32) will be positive. 

To summarize the above results: 

 

(1 )(1 ) (1 )(1 )If    1 (1 )(1 ) 0 
1 1

 0, 0, 0, 0

g n g nb
r r

du dK db dw
df df df df

η η ξ+ + + +⎛ ⎞− − − − >⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠

⇒ > < < >
, (33) 

 and vice versa. 
 
4. Can the Privatization Increase the Welfare of the Population?  

In the previous section we have examined the effects of privatization on the 

macroeconomic variables. This section explains how the welfare of the population is affected 

by a change in f. Welfare effects are derived from the expected indirect utility. From the Cobb- 

Douglas utility function and the solution for ct and ct+1 as well as the budget constraint of the 

unemployment compensation program (10) and the constraint of the pension program (26) the 

expected indirect utility can be expressed as: 

 (1 )(1 )1
(1 )

fz g nW wL fz
r

κ
⎛ ⎞+ +

= − +⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠
 (34) 
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where  [ ]1(1 )(1 )r δδκ δ δ −= − + . Equation (34) expresses the indirect utility of a young 

individual and because the utility function is Cobb- Douglas it is a linear function on life- time 

income, i.e. W=κ Ι, where I is the life- time income of the young, (1 )(1 )1
(1 )

fz g nI wL fz
r

⎛ ⎞+ +
= − +⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

.   

 One can now easily derive the welfare effects of a change in f: 

 

(1 )(1 ) (1 )1
1 (1 ) (1 ) (1 )(1 )

(1 ) 1

fz g n rfz
r rdW r g nLwz

df u r

β β γ
γ

κ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞+ + − − −⎛ ⎞Φ − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ − + − + +⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥= −
⎢ ⎥− +
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

(35)  

Clearly the expected welfare of the young generation drops when f increases (the PAYGO 

pension is lower) when (32) holds. However if (32) is reversed then the effect of an increase in 

f on welfare can be either negative or positive depending on the underlying parameter values. 

The overall conclusion is that when we allow for pension benefits to affect the unemployment 

rate, privatization may decrease the welfare of the young generation even if the economy is 

dynamically efficient. 

Now assume that (35) is negative, i.e. privatization (lower f) increases expected young 

generation welfare. Can privatizing the pension system lead to a Pareto improvement for all 

generations? To answer the above question assume at time T0 that we have a change on the 

benefit structure such that df<0, where df is the change in f. The reduction in f implies that the 

pension benefits of the retirees are decreased by zwLdf. To compensate for such a loss the 

government issues public debt equal to ∆0 in order to finance the pensions of the current 

retirees. Without loss of generality we assume that prior to T0, the government debt is zero. 

Then the public debt at T0 is 0 ( )zwL df∆ = − . To finance the debt the government imposes 

taxes on the income of the young, either employed or unemployed, with a tax rate µ14. Since 

the tax rate is equal across young individuals, by the transformation invariance axiom that the 

Nash bargaining solution satisfies, the wage and the unemployment rate (and all other 

macroeconomic variables) are not affected by the introduction of µ. After the whole debt has 

been repaid, µ becomes zero and thereafter the young generations can reap all the gains of 

privatization. Total revenues then must satisfy: 

 [ ]
0

(1 )(1 )
(1 )

i

i
i

g n
Lw

r
µ

∞

=

+ +
+∑  (36) 

                                                 
14 The expected utility of the young generation is not affected by the introduction of µ only if the cost of the 
reform is born by the entire young generation (employed and unemployed), and not by the employed only.  
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with (36) following directly from (35). The intertemporal budget constraint of the government 

is satisfied if the present value of the revenue (36) is equal to the present value of the debt, i.e. 

µ is:  

 (1 ) (1 )(1 )
(1 )

r g nz df
r

µ + − + +
= −

+
 (37) 

The above reform scheme allows for a Pareto improvement if the gain in the expected 

worker income15 is higher than the taxes needed to finance the debt, i.e.:  

 

(1 )(1 ) (1 )1
1 (1 ) (1 ) (1 )(1 ) (1 ) (1 )(1 )

(1 ) 1 (1 )

fz g n rfz
r r r g n r g n

u r r

β β γ
γ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞+ + + −⎛ ⎞Φ − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ − + − + + + − + +⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥+ >
⎢ ⎥− + +
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 (38) 

If (38) is satisfied with equality, i.e. Φ=0 and there are no employment effects of a change 

in f, then the present value of all reform gains are equal to the cost of the reform. When the 

privatization does not affect the unemployment rate, then privatization only transforms an 

implicit debt to an explicit one (Sinn, 2000). The PAYGO benefit reduction then cannot be 

Pareto improving as in Verbon (1988) and van Groezen et. al. (2000).  

However if Φ>0, then pension privatization as described here can make some generations 

better off without hurting the other generations.   Then the reform is Pareto improving if the 

private system entails lower unemployment than the PAYGO system, i.e. if the expression in 

equation (33) is positive. The most interesting case however arises if Φ<0 and the expression in 

(38) is positive. This can be the case if a reduction in f (which increases unemployment, and 

reducers the welfare of the young generation), results in a reduction of the implicit tax rate on 

income16, which makes  the second term (in brackets) in the left hand side of (38) greater than 

the first term (i.e. greater than the effect of Φ on welfare). In this case privatizing the pension 

scheme may be welfare improving for the future generations, however when we take into 

account the transition cost, the cost of privatization outweighs the benefits.     

However some things are worth noting. Firstly in contrast to Demmel and Keuschnigg 

(2000) and Corneo and Marquardt (2000) the reform is not always Pareto superior to the status- 

quo. This is because the public PAYGO system may create incentives for wage moderation 

that outweigh the negative effect of the pension contributions- tax on employment. If on the 

other hand the wage moderating effects are lower than the negative effects of labour taxes, then 

a privatization scheme can be Pareto improving. Secondly the welfare effects of privatization 

                                                 
15 The change in workers expected income from a change in f is given by (35) by dropping κ, due to the linearity 
on income of the indirect utility function. 
16 The second term (in brackets) on the left hand side of (38). 
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are considered with respect to the expected utility of the young. This was done in order to have 

a homogeneous (at least ex ante, before the employment status has been revealed) population. 

If the population is divided into two groups, employed and unemployed, then a privatization 

policy may be difficult to construct (see Brunner, 1996 for the relevant discussion). Implicitly 

the model however allows us to use the expected utility in order to make welfare comparisons 

and at the same time be able to derive the welfare effects of privatization. The way we model 

unemployment is as if all workers remain unemployed for u of their time (see also footnote 8). 

Their pension benefit then is reduced according to the length of unemployment.    

5. Conclusions 
The main purpose of this paper was to show that in a second best environment with 

unemployment, a public pension system can be welfare superior to a private system even if the 

economy is dynamically efficient. To our knowledge the working of the pension system when 

there is unemployment is an open area for research. Even though the effects of the pension 

program is well evaluated in a perfect labour market (see Feldstein and Liebman, 2002), the 

issue is only partially addressed when unemployment in introduced into the picture17. 

Further, we have shown that some of the arguments in favor of a private pension system are 

overturned when we allow for the level of unemployment to be affected by the type of the 

pension system. Privatization may affect the workings of the labour market, through the 

incentives for wage moderation. Reducing the size of the PAYGO system may increase or 

decrease the unemployment rate.  

The paper also provides useful insights about the possibility of a Pareto- improving 

transition to a private- funded system. Even though such a policy may be Pareto improving for 

the young and all future generations, the cost of initiating it may outweigh the benefits. In that 

case privatizing the pension system may not only transform an implicit debt to an explicit one, 

leaving all generations (Pareto) indifferent but it may lead to a reduction of the welfare of some 

generations.      

A final point raised in this paper is that all taxes on labour do not necessarily lead to higher 

unemployment. Taxes that are associated with conditional benefits to workers (like old age 

pension benefits) may induce wage moderation by unions. This final issue deserves more 

analysis, given the current interest on tax and welfare state reform (see for example Daveri and 

Tabellini, 2000). 

                                                 
17 The papers by Demmel and Keuschnigg (2000) and Corneo and Marquardt (1998 and 2000) are the only 
exception to this statement.  
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